1. Many people ask about the conversions of campus extensions to off-campus numbers. Any other extension, than those listed, cannot be dialed directly to the campus phone from off-campus. 64XX is new. Here are the conversions:

   **Niceville**

   - 60XX extensions remain 729-60XX, Example 6087 remains 729-6087
   - 62XX extensions become 729-52XX, Example 6230 becomes 729-5230
   - 63XX extensions become 729-53XX, Example 6350 becomes 729-5350
   - 64XX extensions remain 729-64XX, Example 6411 remains 729-6411
   - 69XX extensions become 729-49XX, Example 6949 becomes 729-4949

   **FWB**

   - 5XX extensions become 863-65XX, Example 560 becomes 863-6560
   - 7XX extensions become 863-07XX, Example 702 becomes 863-0702

2. Recent changes in logon procedures and userids are meant to improve the security of the network and Nexus mainframe access. As more and more attempts are made to hack computer systems we must take additional proactive steps to prevent compromise of our data and systems. Additionally please DO NOT provide your userid and/or password to anyone else. This too compromises the security of our systems.

3. If you receive email from anyone, including what appears to be our own faculty and staff, and the subject or contents are nothing like you would expect from them or someone you are not expecting to, or have never, corresponded with just delete it if you feel uncomfortable about it. NOTE that Microsoft NEVER sends email to users containing software patches or fixes for Microsoft software.

4. For more on OWCC computer policies and responsibilities click on the following link: [http://owcc-r-06/aup/aup.htm](http://owcc-r-06/aup/aup.htm)

Please contact the Helpdesk at extension 6396 or helpdesk@owcc.net if you have any questions regarding the above. We solicit any ideas for additional *IT Matters* items.